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SDP Memo Disclaimer 
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research 

done by members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the 

SDP design or SDP process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not 

the whole of the SDP.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The exa-scale data of SKA-SDP calls for scheduling schemes to assign computation tasks 

for telescope observations to networked computing islands sharing computation pressure. 

This memo reports the work on solving a multiprocessor scheduling problem in an 

astronomy big data application. It includes designing the top-level structure of SDP 

scheduler, designing buffer in the data process pipeline, and proposing a set of 

comprehensive scheduling strategies applicable for various data ingesting scenarios. 

 

The input of SDP scheduler is represented with a task Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where 

vertices represent these subtasks’ size, while directed edges stand for the precedence 

relations between subtasks. The purpose of SDP scheduler is to reduce the overall task 

execution time, namely makespan. Since there are different SKA data ingesting scenarios 

and perplexing constraints over the computation tasks, traditional scheduling algorithms may 

not fulfill all the requirements. Therefore, we purpose three scheduling methods suitable for 

three scenarios respectively, which make up a comprehensive set of scheduling strategy. 

These three scenarios and their corresponding scheduling schemes are: 

 

1. When observation tasks are planned in well advance, namely daily observation task, 

genetic algorithm optimized scheduling finds the optimal allocation plan by iterating several 

generations, namely in a heuristic manner.  

2. When tasks are issued in short notice, observation of Ia supernova for example, to 

reduce time consumption, Critical-path Aware Earliest Finish Time (CAEFT) is implemented, 

which treats the earliest finish time as the highest priority. CAEFT is partitioned into upper 

and lower level to be a hierarchical scheduler and this mechanism provides both coarse and 

well grained scheduling. 

3. When task size varies in a wide range (more than three orders of magnitude) or detailed 

information is missing, to balance processor’s workload, sandwich scheduling is adopted, 

where tasks with high computational density and tasks with low density are arranged 

alternately. 

Except for these, we also do research on the design of buffer module. According to the 

statistics of SKA data, the average data flow rate of SKA LOW is 0.389 TB/s, the average 

rate of SKA MID rate is 0.371 TB/s. When too much observation data arrives, with old tasks 

in data center yet to be solved, data center can’t hold new data arrives, which shall result in 

deadlock in the pipeline, so we design a buffer to temporarily hold the massive data. 

2. Scenarios  

In this part, detailed information on scheduling scheme of three different scenarios is 

given. 

 

2.1. DAG definition 

The scheduling prototype of SDP can be defined as multiprocessor scheduling. It is 

assumed to be a deterministic and non-preemptive task model. The constraints of the tasks 

to be scheduled are listed as follow. 
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1) There are n tasks and m processors in total; 

2) Computational cost, namely the execution time, of each task on every single 

processor, which can be non-uniform; 

3) Computational delay between processors, described in a m × m matrix; 

Data volume transmitted between two tasks. It can be used to represent the precedence 

relation among the tasks. 

In a directed acyclic graph (DAG), G = (T, E), T stands for the set of tasks and E 

represents the directed edges which connect those tasks. ETT ji  ,  means that 

jT  cannot be executed until iT  finishes. In this case, iT  is the predecessor of jT , while 

jT is the successor of iT [1]. Our goal is to shorten the scheduling time when assigning n 

tasks to m processors taking the constraints and precedence relations mentioned above 

into account. Scheduling time means the time when the last task is completed. 

The following is the definition of height of a task h: 

))(max(1)( ji ThTh                                                          （1） 

2.2. Genetic algorithm 
According to former description of task scheduling of SDP, most tasks arrive in order and are 

well planned before. So the scheduling takes place before the data arrives, which is called 

static scheduling. Here we use the genetic algorithm to solve such problem. The following 

descriptions were extracted from our previous work [2]. 

The frame of the genetic algorithm (GA) in scheduling is represented below: 

1.Read a DAG and calculate the height h of each task; 
2.Create the initial population of 1000 chromosomes; 
Assign all the tasks in DAG to m processors randomly. To generate a legal schedule, 

we arrange tasks in the same processor in height ascending order. The initial population is 

then created by repeating the procedure [3]. 

The string representation of search nodes is based on the schedule of the tasks on 

each individual processor. We represent the schedule as several lists of computational 

tasks, each one of which corresponds to the computational tasks executed on a processor. 

And the order of the tasks indicates the order of execution. Fig.1 illustrates a list 

representation of a schedule on three processors [4]. 

 

 

Figure.1: List representation of schedule 

 

Calculate fitness function of each chromosome: 

sDevPtimeschedulingfitness  21 _                             (2) 

where: 
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U  is the mean of processor utilization, ix  is the utilization of the ithprocessor. 

sDevP  is the standard deviation of processors which reflects the difference among 

processors’ utilization and improves robustness and life-span of the system. 

4.If the termination condition is not satisfied, go to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 8. 

5.Crossover at probability Pc ; 

We can create new strings by exchanging portions of the two strings at probability 

Pc . For instance, by cutting the lists into two parts, we exchange the part 1 of processor 1 in 

string α and string β, and exchange part 1 of processor 2 in string α and string β. The height 
of all the tasks immediately in front of the crossover sites are the same, therefore, the new 
genetic representation generated will always be legal. 

6.Mutation at probability Pm ; 

Randomly select a task Ta , and search the scheduling string for a task Tb  with the 

same height. We can create a new string by exchanging Ta  and Tb  in the string. This 

operation is called at probability Pm  

7.Calculate fitness of each chromosome and replace the string in population with the 
smallest fitness value, go to step 4; 

8.Output the optimal schedule and terminate the algorithm. 
 
We perform the scheduling algorithm on the case where ten tasks to be scheduled on three 
processors. The precedence relations conveyed in DAG is depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Precedence relations between tasks in DAG 

 
After creating the initial population, we can get the preliminary scheduling results without the 
optimization of genetic algorithm, which are listed as follows. 
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Figure 3: Scheduling results before crossover 

 
As can be seen from Figure 3, tasks 5 is assigned to processor 1, tasks 3, 4, 7,8, 9 are 

assigned to processor 2, while the remaining four tasks are assigned to processor 3. 

Average utilization is 0.7160494 

 

 

Figure 3: Optimized scheduling results after 1000 iterations 

 
Obviously, scheduled overall execution time is reduced by 5 time units, namely we can 

reach a 1.07 times speedup. Also, the average utilization of the three processors is 

also brought down. 

 

Since hundreds of iterations are required in genetic algorithm, it takes relatively long 

execution time to get stable and optimized results. Figure 4 gives information about 

calculation time of GA scheduler grows with the increase of generations. In real-time 

scheduling, if scheduling time is too long, tasks’ deadlines may reach before scheduling 

completes. Thus, a more efficient scheduling methodology is in demand. 

 

Figure   4:  Relation between  GA  execution  time  and  number  of  generations. 

 

2.3. Critical-path Aware Earliest Finish Time scheduling 

 

When abrupt observation takes place, which means tasks need to be scheduled in really 

short time, observation of Ia supernova for example, to reduce time consumption, we use 
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CAEFT, which treats the earliest finish time as the highest priority. CAEFT is partitioned into 

upper and lower level to be a hierarchical scheduler and this mechanism provides both 

coarse and well grained scheduling. 

CAEFT is a two-layer structure that has the ability to separate the scheduling process into 

two phases, relieving computation stress. The first layer of it is called “data center” level 

scheduling, which aims to select the critical path in DAG. We judge the urgency of a path by 

the amount of it, which means the longer the path is, more urgent it is. One critical path 

example can be seen in Figure 5. After selecting a critical path, the second layer decide 

which virtual machine it is sent to. The choice of it is based on the earliest deadline. 

 
Figure 5. One example of critical path 

We use cloud simulation platform CloudSim to do the algorithm realization and evaluation. 

CloudSim goal is to provide a generalized and extensible simulation framework that enables 

modeling, simulation, and experimentation of emerging Cloud computing infrastructures and 

application services, allowing its users to focus on specific system design issues that they 

want to investigate, without getting concerned about the low level details related to Cloud-

based infrastructures and services. CloudSim is developed in the Cloud Computing and 

Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Laboratory, at the Computer Science and Software 

Engineering Department of the University of Melbourne. 

 
Figure 6. structure of CloudSim 

http://cloudbus.org/
http://cloudbus.org/
http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/
http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/
http://www.unimelb.edu.au/
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Figure 6 shows the basic structure of CloudSim. Experiment data were from MUSER 

(mingantu ultrawide spectral radio heliograph) observations [6]. We use several DAGs that 

contain 1000 to 8000 subtasks to do the experiment and do the comparison with another 

algorithm called Round-Robin Scheduling. We also use makespan to evaluate the 

performance. From Figure6 we can see, in every situation, makespan of CAEFT is less than 

that of Round-Robin Scheduling. According to [5], the amount of MUSER can be up to 100TB. 

Under such circumstance, the advantage can be more obvious, so the experiment result 

verifies the reliability and expansibility. Then we use open data set provided by CSRIO to do 

experiment of larger scale. Data used in this experiment is from Project P140, got in 2003 to 

observe the formation of fixed star. Results are shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Experiment Result of CSIRO open data set: Makespan and Wall Clock Time 

2.3. Sandwich Scheduling  
 

Generally, processors with higher processing ability, in other word, with higher MIPS, will be 

assigned more tasks.  The former discussion covers situation where the scale of each task is 

relatively close. If there are big differences of scale among the tasks, generally, more than 

three orders of magnitudes, using the former algorithm can’t achieve idea performance, thus 

influencing the whole system’s efficiency, as well as robustness. Under such circumstance or 

missing detailed information about computation tasks, we use the “sandwich” way to operate 

task with high computing density and low computing density. 

Figure 8 shows the detail of Sandwich Scheduling  

Computation tasks for CSIRO observations are of similar scale, so in order to simulate the 

situation we are studying, we do a division to half of the data with the divisor randomly chosen 

from 2 to 1000. And we do a comparison between CAEFT and sandwich scheduling. We can 

see clearly from Figure 9 that the makespan of sandwich scheduling is always less than that 

of CAEFT, which means that sandwich scheduling outperforms CAEFT under such 

circumstance. 

 

file:///E:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/Dict/6.3.69.8341/resultui/frame/javascript:void(0);
file:///E:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/Dict/6.3.69.8341/resultui/frame/javascript:void(0);
file:///E:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/Dict/6.3.69.8341/resultui/frame/javascript:void(0);
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Figure 8. Sandwich Scheduling 
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Figure 9 makespan: CAEFT vs sandwich scheduling 

 

2.4. Buffer Design Impacts 

As buffers are adopted to reduce the computation complexity in compute islands in SDP 

system designs [7][8], our scheduling schemes have to be designed with the consideration 

of the impacts of the amount of data in the buffer.  

 

To schedule the computation tasks before the tasks actually generate data in the buffer, 

we applied history data to predict the data flow in the near future so that we can decide the 

capacity of the buffer. Rescaled Range Analysis (R/S Analysis)[5], is a time series analysis 

proposed by British hydrographer, Hurst. It can be used to predict the variation trend in the 

near future. R/S analysis does a sequence of variation analysis to decide whether time 

sequence wanders or remains in a certain pattern.  

If we have a time sequence nXXXX ,...,, 21 , the procedure is:  

 1.Acculate the average 
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R/S is called Hurst index, which ranges from 0 to 1 and can be used to reflect the 

variation trend. If H=0.5, that means the variation of the sequence has nothing to do with the 

time, while if H is between 0.5 and 1, it means sequence have long-term dependency. If H is 

between 0 and 0.5, it means the variation is the reverse of the former time. 

Prediction result of amount of data in the buffer is listed in Figure 10. It is shown that we 

can apply time-sequence analysis to predict the amount of data in the buffer, which can be 

taken into consideration of scheduling schemes. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 prediction result of amount of data in the buffer 

 

In current centralized buffer designs [7] where the scheduling schemes work well, we 

however require data center to have a huge buffer, which may cost days to empty the data 

held in the data center if the buffer is full. Given the full scale performance (~260 PFLOPS) , 

and "power efficiency available is assumed to be 60 GFLOPS per watt by 2024-01-01"[8], 

the power consumption of computation only will be over 4.3MW (=260 PFLOPS/ 

60GFLOPS_per_watt). This computational power seems to be within 5MW power budget. 

However, data movements would cost more power. E.g. loading 10 PB data from the buffer 

(The ingest data buffer size is: 46 PB for LOW and 39 PB for MID) to memory and CPU 

would take 3 MONTHS via 10Gb/s network (10 * 10^15 * 8 / 10 / 10^9 /3600 / 24 = 92.59 

DAYS) even if the network cannot be fully utilized. 

 Due to the bottleneck at the centralized buffer, we shall also take buffer into 

consideration by designing a distributed buffer system to relieve the stress. Designing 

distributed buffer is expected to solve issues such as how large each buffer is, how these 

buffers collaborate, how to transfer data form data center to distributed buffer. 

 

3.Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this memo, a set of comprehensive strategies aimed at different application scenes 

are proposed to schedule the observational data to networked computing islands. If 

observation tasks are planned in well advance, the Genetic Algorithm optimized method is 

adopted to optimize the assignment offline in a heuristic manner. It reaches a 1.15 times 

speedup in comparison with Round Robin. If observation tasks are issued in short notice, 

Critical-path Aware Earliest Finish Time is suitable for this case.  

 

In case detailed information like critical path is not available for scheduling observation 

tasks, we propose a practical scheduling scheme, i.e. “sandwich scheduling” to schedule 

heavy observation tasks with a light one in between. 
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However, it has to be noteworthy that current scheduling schemes and computer island 

designs are based on centralized buffers. Moreover, communication overhead was NOT 

given proper consideration though graph based scheduling was explored by DaLiuGe[9].  

 

As the future work, we will address scheduling explicit communication overheads 

among computation tasks on computation nodes. In a DAG with communication overheads 

as weights over edges, when two related subtasks, i.e. they are connected by a directed 

edge, are arranged to different computation nodes, they need to communicate in order to 

transfer some shared information, and the cost of the communication can be embodied as 

the weight of the edges, which is not deliberated in the former discussion. We will take the 

communication cost into consideration, adjusting the former scheduler to make the 

scheduling scheme more comprehensive and to consider more observation situation. To be 

more realistic, we will use real measured data from Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) to 

serve as the testing source and use that to generate DAG. Each observation file is seen as a 

subtask, and the edges in the DAG is constructed based on the execution finish time. 
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